• Fall 2016 Climate Survey: There were several questions where the results went down dramatically. We were rated low on, “the institution does personnel policies fairly”. One person felt that the results were a direct reflection on how the campus was previously managed.

• Classroom equipment will be purchased from Research Training and Revolving Funds (RTRF) from the UH System. The deadline is March 3 for purchases over $25K.

• Learning Management System – the UH System is looking into replacing Laulima.

• 70% of the campus gets the news from the bulletin. It’s an opt in. 543 people are getting the bulletin. One solution is to add all the employees, even the existing faculty and staff. Students are not included. It should be that for News and Events, individuals will need to click here to unsubscribe.

• Offer a way for students to get an Associate’s Degree on the weekend and call it, “Weekend Scholars at Kapi’olani CC”. Offer a weekend or evening program for people who are working. Alternative packages should be offered. Our college should try programs in that model and see how it works. 45 hours is a 3-credit lecture. Can we offer hybrid courses? Arizona State College is the model. In 2019, it will be the lowest high school graduation rate for the state. We need to focus on incumbent workers. Offer more DE courses? Can we offer an AA online? The courses will need to be offered in the right sequence. No community college has advertised weekend, evening, package and market. This could be ground-breaking.

• Take “Community” out of Kapi’olani Community College. If we offer our programs online, it will lend more credibility to the institution especially for International students.

• Offer the same tuition for the summer. Community Colleges would need to bring this up to the Legislature. The reason the tuition is higher in the summer is that we pay the same rate for lecturers as UH Mānoa. We would need subsidy by the legislature for the summer.